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A wind4xmnelinvestigation has been made of the low-speed, static, 
lateral and directional characteristics of a model of an early desiep of 
the X3 airplane with the King flaps neutral and deflected. Measurements 
were also made of the fluctuations In rolling moment with time. 

. The model utilized a wing having an aspect ratio of 3.01, a 4.5 
percent4hick hexagonal section, and a taper ratio of 0.4. The wing was 
equipped with plain leating-edge flaps and split trailing-edge flaps. 

For all conditions investigated the data indicate that an airplane 
corresponding to the model tested will possess static lateral and direc- 
tional stabflity and that the ailerons till produce satisfactory maximum 
values of pb/2V. Full rudder deflection will be sufficient to balance 
the airplane to 8' of sideslip, As indicated by the measured fluctuating 
rolling moments, the airplane may possess undesirable rolling*ment 
characterfstice near and after the stall with the flaps fully deflected. 

INTRODUC!JKCOW 

. 

-0 

The X-3 sir-plane, designed as a supersonic research airplane incor- 
porating suchfeatures as athinlowespect--ratiowinganda large 
fuselage, might be expected to present stabflfty problems fn low-speed 
flight. TbJ3low-speedlongIWd5nal chexacteristics as measured with a 
O.&-scale model are presented in reference 1. References 2, 3, and 4 
present the aer&yna,mic characteristics of the same model of the X-3 
airplsse at high subsonic speeds as measured in the Ames l&foot hi* 
speed wind tunnel. Since the constructiua snd testing of the model 
referred to herein and in references 1, 2, 3, emI 4, tlm design of the 
fuselage, wing, and empennage have been modified. 
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In conjunction with the detezminatian of the low-speed longitudinal 
characteristics (reference 1) the lateral and directional stability and 
control characteristics of the model were determined and are presented 
in the present report. The data indicate the effects of the component 
parts of the model on the static lateral and directional stability and 
show the control effectiveness of the ailerons and rudder. During the 
investigation, large erratic roU.lng moments were encountered near the 
stall. These rolling moments were investigated in some detail and the 
result8 are presented herein. 

The tests were conducted in the Ames T-by lO4oot Kind tunnel. 

The center of gravity assumed for the reduction of the data to 
coefficient form was on the fuselage reference line and 0.15 of the wing 
mean aerodynamic chord behind the leading edge of the wing mean aerody- 
namic chord, Rolling-moment coefficients were computed about an arLs 
coincident with the fuselage reference line. Yawing moments were com- 
puted about an axis in the plane of symmetry, normalto the free-etream 
direction and passing through the moment center. Figure 1 shows the 
sign conventions used for forces, moments, control+urface deflections, 
angle of pitch, and angle of yaw. 

The following coefficients and symbols are used in this report: 

CL lift coefficient lift 
( > 9s 

Ct section-lift coefficient 
( 

sectian lift 
qc > 

Ct rolling-moment coefficient 
( 

roU.ingmoment 
cl= > 

c, yawing+aoment coefficient 
( 

yawing moment 
q=J > 

“S, rate of change of roUing+oment coefficient with aileran angle, 
per degree 

% 
rate of change of rollingimament coefficient with rudder angle, 

per degree 

%s, 
rate of change of yawineoment coefficient with rudder angle, 

per degree 
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cz f 

czP 

% 

pb 
2v 

4 

P 

V 

P 

S 

b span of the wing, feet 

mean aerodynamic chord of the Wang 

C 

f 

At 

Y 

a 

ba 

%F 

rate of change of rolUng+uome nt coefficient with angle of yaw, 
measured between 0' and 9 angle of yaw unless otherwise 
specified, per degree 

rate of change of rolling3nomen t coefficient With *, per 
radian 2v 

rate of change of yawing-mcnaene coefffcient tith angle of yaw, 
measured betwea 0' and 5’ angle of yaw unleaa otherwiee 
specified, per degree 

helix angle generated by the wing tip in roll, radians 

free-stream dynamic pressure ,, pounds per square foot 

mass density of the air in the free stream, slugs per cubic foot 

free-stream velocity, feet per second 

angular velocity in roll, radians per second unless otherwise 
specified 

wing area, leading and trailing edges projected to plane of 
syfmuetry, square feet 

, feet 

local chord of the wing, feet 

frequency, cycles per second 

increment of time, seconds 

lateral distance measured from plane of symmetry, feet 

angle of attack of the fuselage reference line, degrees 

increment of angle of attack, degrees 

deflection of the lea--edge flap, positive downward, degrees 

deflection of split trailingwdge flap, positive downward, degrees 
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6a aileron deflection, degrees 

s, rudder deflection, degrees 

If angle of yaw, degrees 

The model used for this investigation is the one described in refer- 
ence 1. (However, since the ccnstruction and testing of the model, the 
airplane design has been considerably mcdified.) A diagrammatic sketch 
of the model is shown in figure 2. The model is shown mounted in the 
wind tunnel in figure 3 and pertinent geometric characteristics of the 
model are presented in table I. The complete model consisted of the 
wing, fuselage, and tail as defined in reference 1. The fuselage 
included the tailbocm unless otherwise noted. 

The left wing of the model was equipped with an aileron of 25- 
percent chord which could be deflected 5', 10°, or 15O in either direc- 
tion. The span of the aileron was 30 percent of the wing aamispan end 
the aileron extended fram the wing tip to the trailing-edge flap. . 

The wing of the model was equipped ~9th flush orifices for measur- 
ing the pressure distribution. These orifices were arranged in chord- 
tiae rowa at the spanwise locations indicated in figure 4. 

Because of the model structure, it waa not possible to teat the 
wing of the model alone. Therefore, a w3ng identical in plan form and 
section to that of the model was constructed for use in tests of an 
isolated wing. The isolated wing was not, however, equipped with an 
aileron or with orifices for measuring the pressure distributim. 

To permit determination of the effects of the component parts of 
the fuselage on the atability, the tail boom was ramovabla and the model 
was constructed so that the aft 9.3 percaut of the body, based on the 
body length, could be ramoved. The body-boom as8esibl.y is indicated in 
figure 5. 

l 

. 

The rudder, which had a span equal to 74.5 percent of the span of 
the vertical tail and an average chord equal to 38.1 percent of the 
average chord of the vertical tail could be deflected 20' either to the 
right or to the left. The rudder hinge line was normal to the fuselage 
reference line. 
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Thearrangementofthemain~dinggearandthemainlanding-gear 
doors (denoted in reference laa main-gear door ccudiguratian 1) ia 
&own in figure 6(a). The nose landing gear and nose landing-gear door 
are shown in figure 6(b). The canopy, air acoopa, and jettiaonsble-noae 
fina are ahown in ffgurea 7(s), 7(b), and 7(c). The air acoopa (fig. 
7(b)) were made with receaaed facea and without ducts; there waa no 
internal flow. Due to themanner inwhIchthemodelwas constructed, it 
wee Impossible to teat the complete model with the canopy (fig. 7(a)) 
end the air scoopa (ffg. 7(b)) tit&led simultaneously. For pilot 
escape at aupersanic speeds the nose of the aIrplane, Including the 
pilot*8 enclosure, usa originally designed to be jettiacmable. Stabiliz- 
ing fine (fig. 7(c)) for the jettia~bl~oae section were tea-ted on 
the model. The arrangement tested waa that designatad 88 the no.rsLL 
position of the fins in reference 2. 

!I!he modela (complete model and isolated ting) were mounted on single 
support strut8 aa ahown in figure 3. Forthe ccsspletemodelthe support 
strut had a romd croaa section and wsa directly below the moment center. 
For the iaolsted wing, however, the support atruthadanairfoilaection 
that yawed aa the model was yawed, and was attached to the model at a 
point behind the moment cater. 

Yawing momenta were measured with the wind&unnelbalance ayatem. 
RolUng momenta were measured by means of a reaiatance-t~e atrain gage 
mounted within the model and a highly damped light&earn galvanometer. 
For the investigation of rollin-& oscillations the strain-gage 
support system wsa made much stiffer, thereby decreasing the motion8 of 
the model, end the output from the rolling aanent strain gage was 
recorded qs a fzxnctian of time by an oacillograph, 

CORRECiTOl.WTODATA 

The engle of attack has been corrected for the effecta of tunnel- 
well interference by the method of reference 5 by adding the folloxLng 
correction: 

&= 0.382 CL 

Corrections to the angle of yaw, rollIngD t coefficients, and 
yawing-e& coefficients due to the tunnel-wall interference, were not 
applied aa they were negligible. 

None of the data except thoae obtained with the isolated wing have 
been corrected for the effects of the model-eupport strut. For the 
ccxuplete model, significant effects of the support CEI the momenta pre- 
sated herein would not be snticFpsted. For the iaolsted wing, however, 
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it was necessary to correct the yawing mcanents for tares of the single 
support strut. Previous teat data indicated the rolling-mament tares 
were negligible. 

RBULTS AND DISCTJSSION 

The static lateral- and directional+&ability and -control character- 
istica indicated by the teats of the O.l&cale model are presented in 
figurea 8 to 21. 
dynamic chord, 

The teat Reynolds ntkbeg based on the wing mean aero- 
was approximately 2.0 x 10 . Figures 22 through 28 pre- 

sent the data obtained during the investigation of the oscillating 
rolling moments. 
imately 1.4 x la? 

The Reynolds number for this investigation was approx- 

Lateral Stability and Control With the Flaps neutral 

The ccmtributiona of the compcment parta of' the model to the static 
lateral stability with the flaps neutral are shoun in figure 8(a’). The 
fuselage without the tail boom had approdmately neutral lateral stabil- 
ity at small angle8 of yaw. By the addition of the boom, the stability 
of the fuselage waa increased to Cl 

e 
I 0.0005. The variation with 

angle of yaw of the rolling-momentcoefficientdueto the tailboomwas 
also computed by means of the method of reference 6 using the data of 
reference 7 and assuming the tail boom to act aa a highly swept wing 
lying in a vertical plane. Theassumedrcotchord of the boomwas par- 
allel to the horizontal-tail reference plane and paased through the 
point of intersection of the leading edge of the boom and the top of the 
fuselage. The tip chord of the boom w-as assumed in the reference plane 
of the horizontal tail. The computed variation of roUing+nome nt coeffi- 
cient with angle of yaw agreed with the measured value. 

The wing alone had approximately the aeme degree of lateral stabil- 
ity (fig. 8(a)) aa the fuselagewiththe tailboom. The complete model 
without the tail, however, vaa neutrally atable due to the destabilizing 
wing4uaeJ.age interference. The variations of the section-lift coeffi- 
cient, evaluated frm preasure4iatribution data, with angle of yaw for 
three spanwise stations along the wing (fig. 9) indicate that the wing- 
fuselage interference in yaw resulted in a decrease in Uft on the lead- 
ing wing and an increase in lift on the trailing wing with a resultant 
destabilizing dihedral effect. The decrease in lift on the leading wing 
and the increase in lift on the trailing wing may be explained by con- 
sidering the induced effecta of the fuselage. Aa themodelwaa yawed, 
the cross flow normalto the plane of aFetry increased, thereby 

. 
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causing increases in the induced angles of attack due to the fuselage. 
Sticethewingwas attachedto thelowerbalf of the fuselage the lead- 
ing wing experfenced a decrease in angle of attack, induced by the 
fuaelage,tith increasing angle of yawandthetraflingxing experienced 
a converae effect. 

The addition of the vertical tail increased the lateral stability of 
the complete model to Ctq = 0.0025 (fig. 8(a)). The large contribution 
of the vertical tail to the lateral atabilfty was due to the height of 
the center of pressure on the vertical tail above the roU. axIs. The 
addition of the horiaontil tail had a negligible effect on the etatic 
lateral stability (fig. 8(a)). 

The effect of angle of attack on the static lateral stability of the 
caplete model is shown in figure 10(a). The stability increased wfth 
increasing angle of attack. For anglea of attack from O" to loo the 
increase was approximately linear tith angle of attack. Above en angle 
of attack of Loo the rate of increase was more rapid. 

The vsriaticrn of aileron effectiveneaa tith angle of attack for the 
complete model without the tail ia presented in figure IL Between 
angles of attack of O" and 1l2o the aileron effectiveness remained 
approrimstely constant (Cxs, 5: O.OOU at u = 0' to Czs, = 0.0009 at a = 

l2O). After the stall (q = Ip") the value of Czg decreased to 

approximately O.COC6 with the model at an angle ofaattack of l&O. The 
data also indicate that some aileron effectiveness was maintained up to 
the maximum teat angle of attack (a = 23O). 

From these teat results, values of mBximm p'f3/2V tiththe rudder 
lock&were estimated for25Oand 65CmKLes per hour using values of 

% 
of 4.20 and -0.27, reapactively. Tha - wluas of pb/2V 

were estimated to be 0.16 at both 250 miles per horrr and 650 miles per 
hour. This valua of pb/2V exceeds the mfnimum re@rementa of rafer- 
ence 8 which specifies that the minixum value of pb/2V shall be O.ogO. 
The rolling velocities carreapondfng to these estimated values of pb/2v 
are 310* and m" per second, respectively. DUB to the sms.ll span of 
the wing, the parameter pb/2V may not be a good criterion of the roll- 
ing effectiveness of the ailarcrne as tha estimated rolling velocities 
are higher than those normally encountered with conventional airplanes. 

%ith the flaps neutral the model stalled at an angle of attack of 
approximately l2O where stall is herefn defined aa the c&itim whare 
t&a slope of the lift curve first bececmea zero at a positive angle of 
attack. 
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me mm momenta due to aileron deflection, below the e-tall, were 
not adverse but are not presented since they were too amall to be dete- 
mined accurately by the measuring equimt. 

I&era1 Stability and Ccntrol Wfth the Flapa Fully Deflected 

The ccmtrfbutiona of the component @a of the model to the static 
lateral atability with the leading- and trailing-edge flapa deflected 
30° and For respectively, are shown in figure 8(b). The wing tith the 
flapa deflected had approximately the same lateral stability as with the 
flaps neutral. The complete model without the tail, with flaps deflected, 
was slightly unstable (Cz 

$- 
= 4.00006) for anglea of yaw between f 5'. 

Withtheaddition of the landinggearandlanding-gesr doors, the com- 
plete model without the tail became neutrally atable, indicating that 
the main landing gear and main landing-gear doora decreased the destabi- 
lizing wlng4uselage interference. (From data not presented, it was 
found that the nose Lending gear and nose landiwear door did not 
influence the lateral atability.) The contribution of the tail to the 
lateral stability of the model tith the flapa deflected (fig. 8(b)) waa 
approximately the asme as tith the flaps neutral (fig. 8(a)). The 
effect of angle of attack cn the static lateral stability of the complete 
model with the flaps deflected, shown in figure 10(b), waa approximately 
the same as with the flap8 neutral. The lateral stability increased 
from approximately Cls = 0.0029 for en angle of attack of 0' to approx- 
imately Czs = 0.0053 for an angle of attack of 15'. 

In figure U.(b) is shown the variation of aileron effactiverneaa with 
angle of attack for the complete model without the tail, with the leading- 
and trailing-edge flapafully deflected. BatweenO" andl2O angle of 
attack of the model the ailaron effectivsanesa increased (C! 

o” to 
lea 

= 0.0009 at- 

CZ6 = 0 -0013 at 12' angle of attack). Beyond 12' the aileron 
a 

effectiv~eas decreaeed to appro-tely 0.0009 at l8O angle of attack. 
Above 18' angle of attack of the model (the approximate stalling angle 
with the flaps fully deflected) the measured rolling maanenta and aileron 
effectiveness becsme very erratic. In the section entitled "Oscillating 
Rolling Momenta, It the’rolling momente neer and above the stall wi.U. be 
discussed in more detail. 

By use of the aileron4ffectiveneaa data of figure XL(b) and a value 
of c.1 of -0.237, the maximum value of pb/2V with the rudder locked 

for an'airplane flight speed of 200 miles per hour at 88% level is eati- 
meted to be 0.136 for full aileron deflectfon. The value of the rolling 
velocfty p oorreapondjng to the above value of pb/2V is 209' per 

, 
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l 

* 

c 

second. This estimated value of pb/2V satisfies the requirements of 
reference 8. 

As was the case with the flaps neutral, the yawing moments due to 
aileron deflectfon have not been presented eince the measured values, 
below the stalLL, were not adveree and were too amaU to be determined 
accurate*. After the stall, however, there were Indication8 in the data 
that the yating moments may become quite erratic and of larger magnitude. 
This waa attributed to the same causeB ae were the oscillating rolling 
moments which will be diecussed later. 

Lateral Stabflity With Miscellaneous 
Additfons to the Complete Model 

The effects on the lateral etabiUty of the addition of the canopy, 
the air ~coopfl, or the jettisonableaoae fins to the complete model are 
presented in figures l2 to 14. The effects of these addltione to the 
model were amall nith the flaps neutral or deflected. The effect of the 
air scoops may not have been representative 88 there was no air flow Into 
the sooops. The jettieonableaose fine did not effect the titeral sta- 
bility. As noted in reference 1, however, the noBe fins were abandoned 
because of their adverse effect on the longittinal stability. 

Directional Stabflity and Con-&olWith the Flaps Neutral 

The contributiona of the component parte of the model to the etatic 
directional stability with flaps neutral are presented in figure 15(a). 
The fuselage, tit&out the tail boom and the aft 9.3 percent of the body, 
W&B unstable ( 

% 
= 0.0026). The adtitiaas of the aft 9.3 percent of the 

fuselage decreased the directional in&ability of the fueelxge when yawed 
more than 8’; the further addftion of the tail boom caused a large reduc- 
tion in the instability of the fuselage, contributinS a yawLng mnrrvrnt 
equivalent to approx&aately 20 percent of that produced by the vertical 
tail. The cmtribution of the tailbomwaa computed coneidering the 
boom as a highly swept wing as described previously. !l!he computed value 
(Cn = -0.0021) was In good agreement wdth the meaeured value (C, = 
-0. 20). 80 The wing ~88 neutrally atable. The dfrecticmal instabi 7i.i ty of 
the complete model without the tail was approximately the fame 88 that of 
the fuselage, indicating little interference between the wine and fuse- 
lage in thie respect. The stabilizing effect of the vertical tail on the 
complete model is larger than normal. However this size tail may be 
required for satisfactory operation of the airplane at deefgn supersonic 
speeds, The addition of the horizontal tail to the model had little 
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effect cm the directional stability (fig. 15(a)). For mall angle8 of 
yaw, &5°t the directional atability remained eesentially conetant 
throughout the angle-of-attack range of O" to 15" (fig. 16(a)). 

The effect of rudder deflectim on the directional characterifltice 
of the complete model with flaps neutral is ahown in figure 17(a). Due 
to the high directional &ability (s = -0.0089) it wa8 poesible to 
balance the model only to 8' of yaw. Thie angle of yaw does not satisfy 
the requirement of reference 8 which specifiee that full rudder deflec- 
tion shall produce at leaet 10' of steady eideslip. However, the appli- 
cability of the requirement of reference 8 may be eubject to question for 
an airplane of this type. 

Negative deflection of the rudder produced a large negative change 
in rolling moments (fig. l8(a)) such that Cl8 wasapproximatelyequal 

and opposite to the effectivemae of the ailer%s (Cl4 = 0.001 from 
figure 18(a)). Superimposed ou the curvea of rollingm nt coefficient 
as a function of angle of yaw for constant rudder deflection ie a curve 
of zero yawfng-mamen t coefficient. These data indicate that, with the 
ailerons held neutral, if the rudder ia suddenly deflected to the right 
the airplane will start to roll to the left and yaw to the right, then 
roll to the right ae the airplane approaches the angle of yaw at which it 
till balance for the given rudder deflection. Even without an analysis 
of the dynamic motiona of the airplane it may be inferred that coordi- 
nated turns might be difficult to achieve, 

Directional Stability and Control With the 
Flaps Fully Deflected 

In figure 15(b) are ahown the contributions of the various parts of 
the model to the directional stability with leading- and trailing-edge 
flape deflected, The wing and the complete model without the tail had 
approximately the fame fenall degree of stability (%JI = - 0.0003) for 
anglesofyawof *p, The instability which resulted from the addition 
of the landing gear and landing-gear doors to the model (Cnq = 0.0012) 
was attributed mainly to the nose wheel and dear which were 0.85 of the 
wing span ahead of the mcment center. The directional &ability of the 
complete model with the flaps deflected WBB approximately the same as 
that of the complete model with flape neutral (Cn4 = 4.0089) and, for 
small angles of yaw, wan approximately constant throughout the angle-of- 
attack range of 0' to 15' (fig. 16). 

There wa8 no eignificant change in rudder effectiveness due to the 
deflectia of the leading- and trailing+dge flaps (fig. 17). The 
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variation of rudder effectiveness with sngle of attack, although not prs- 
sented, was approximately cmtant to the stall beyond which point the 
data were probably unreliable as is explained fn the sectian entitled 
"Oscillating Rolling Moments." The vsriatian of rolMng+mme nt coeffi- 
cient with sngle of yaw with the yawing mcments balanced by rudder deflec- 
ticm (fig. 18(b)) lndfcates that the air-plane with the flaps fully 
deflected will react to deflectlou of the rudder in a manner similar to 
thatpreviouslgdiscussed for the case ofthe flaps neutral. 

Directional Stability With M3.scellaneous 
Additions to the Complete Model 

The effects on the directional stability of the addition of the 
canopy, the air scoops, OT the jettisonable-llose fins to the complete 
model both with flaps neutral and deflected are presented fn figures 19 
to 21. There was no change in the directional stability of the model 
for angles of yaw of +O to *5O with flaps neutral or deflected due to 
the addition of the canopy or the air scoops. The addftion of the nose 
fins decreased the directional stability of the model with flaps neutral 
or deflected (fig. 21). This decrease in stability was attributed tc 
the forces acUng on the nose fins ahead of the mom& center. In refer 
ence 1 a similar decrease in longitudinal stabflitg was attributed to 
the lift 'forces acting on the fins. 

OsciU.atingRollingMomsnts 

As previously mentioned, the measured rolling moments near or abo;e 
the wing stall, for the modelwith the flaps fully deflected (ELF= 30 , 
6TR= -50') were quite erratic as indicated by the strain-gage equipment 
for measuring rolling moments. Recourse was therefore made to the use of an 
oscil.lograph which recorded the output from the roUing+mmLen t strain 
gage as a faction of time. An attempt was made to determine the elec- 
tronic and mechanical characteristics of the experimental setup and thus 
the relationship betwe- the indicated and the actual oscillating rolling 
moms&. Figure 22 shows the experimentally determined calibration factor 
(factor by which the indicated rolling wt should be multiplied to 
ascertain the actual rolling maanent) as a function of the frequency of 
oscillation. AJso shown in figure 22 are the contributi~ of the 
mechanical portion of the system (stiffened strain-gage system in COIIL- 
bin&ion tith the model) and of the electronic equipment (oscillograph, 
filter, end am@ifier) to the calibration faotor. From these data it 
appears that the natural frequency of the model in roll on the su$port 
system was 23.5 cycles per second. Also, for frequencies from 0 to 9.5 
cycles per second the indicated rolldng-mnment coefficients appear to be 
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within 10 percent of the actual coefficitmte. The calibration factor has 
not been applied to the data; however, it has been included to permit a 
better understanding of the measurements of the oscillating rolling 
moments, Figures 23 to 28 are reproductions of typical portions of the 
oscillogra~h records for various model configurations but do not nec- 
easarily present the maximum rolling+mnent coefficients observed for a 
given model configuration. 

Fuselage along -Figures 23 and 24 show the variation of rolling- 
moment coefficient &th time in seconds for the fuselage (body and boom, 
see fig. 5) and for the fuselage with the tail on, for angles of attack 
of 8' to 260. For the fuselage alone at an angle of attack of 8', the 
oscillating rolling moment was negligible; at l-6' angle of attack a small- 
amplitude osciU.ation became apparent with a frequency varying between 
tz c.roles and 60 cycles per second. As the angle of attack was increased 

a larger oscillation of the rolUng+nomen t coefficient developed 
that dd an amplitude of approximately iO.02 and a frequency of approx- 
imately 3 to 6 cycles per second. With the vertical tail on the fuselage 
(fig. 24), the development of the oscillating rolling moments followed 
the same pattern, However, the amplitudes became increasingly larger, 
reaching values as high a8 AC1 = fO.07. It Is believed that the low- 
frequency oscillating rolling moments were caused by intermIttent dis- 
charge of vortices from the sides of the fuselage, possibly in a manner 
similar to that for bodies of revolution noted in reference 9. With the 
vertical tail an the fuselage, the vortices impinged on the tail, 
increasing the amplitude of the rolling moments. Visual studies at low 
wind-tunnel speeds were made using two filaments of smoke. These obsez- 
vations indicated two vortices to be forming on the forward portion of 
the fuselage and discharging alternately from the sides of the fuselage 
at approrimately the potit of maxImam fuselage breadth. The vortex that 
was not being discharged appeared to decay and intermingle with the 
turbulentfuselagewake. 

Complete model - flaps neutral.- The data for the complete model, 
tail off and tail on, are presented in figures 25 and 26 for angles of 
attack of 8.3O to 20.6O. Above 20.60 angle of attack the oscillations 
did not increase in amplitude, nor did the amplitude of the rolllng- 
moment oscillation for the model become as large as for the fuselage 
alone or for the fuselage with the tail m. It is possible that the 
reason the oscillations were smaller was that the large wake from the 
stalled wing caused a rapid decay or breaking up of the vortices being 
discharged by the fuselage. 

Complete model -flaps fully deflected.- With the wing leading- and 
trailing-edge flaps deflected 30" and 50°, respectively (figs. 27 and 28), 
large rolllngaomen t oscill&tions (Lx1 = fO.05) were indicated for angles 
of attack of 19.4' and 20.4'. For larger angles of attack up to 26O the . 
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rolling-mame nt osciUations were abated to some extent. The vertical 
tail did not seem to influence the magnitude of the rolling moments, nor 
did the rolling maments tend to be cyclic as was the case for the fuse- 
lage and tail. It is believed that the vortices shed from the wing flaps 
interacted with the fuselage vortices so that irregular end intermittent 
rolling-mnmnnt oscillations occurred. Thi8 hypothesisw&s partially 
verified by smoke studies that showed large vortices being steadily dis- 
charged from the outer ends of the trailing-edge flaps even after the 
wing stalled. These vortices from the flaps appeared to be intermit- 
tentlydrawn Into the vortices fromthe fuselage. 

Although the meas urements of the oscillating roUing moments were 
made at a cmratively low Reynolds number (1.4 x Los, based on the Wang 
mean aerodynamic chord), it appears possible that increases of Reynolds 
nWer will not greatly influence the results. This is believed possible 
because of the shape of the fuselage cross secticm and of the three- 
dimensional development of the vortices which may cause the discharge to 
persist to indefinitely large Reynolds numbers. 

'It should be pointed out also that the forces acting on the fuse- 
lage, boc& and vertical tail that caused the oscillating rolling moments 
would also cause oscillating yau%ng moments. The ins trumen~tion wae not 
sufficiently extensive, however, tomeasure the variation of the yaxing 
moments with time. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the low-speed tests made 
to ascertain the lateral and directional cheracteristics of a O.&-scale 
model of an early design of the X-j airplane conducted in the Ames 7-by 
104oot wind t-1: 

1. An airplane corresponding to the complete model would possess 
s-&tic lateral and directional stability for all conditions investigated. 

2. The ailerons would produce satisfactory maxim= values of pb/2V. 
However, the actual rolling velocities would be higher than those nor- 
mally encountered. 

3. Full rudder deflection would be sufficient to balance the air- 
plane to anly 8' of sideslip, due to the high degree of directional 
stability. 

4. Deflectim of the rudder produced large rolling moments that 
were approximately equal and opposite to the rolling mts produced 
by an equal angular deflection of the ailerons. 
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5. Rear and after the stall with the flaps deflected, an airplane 
corresponding to the model might possess undesirable rollingdlament 
chsracteristics, due to fluctuating rolling moments. 
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1 

TABIX I.- C3Xl-C CXARA~~GSOFTHgMODEL 

ng 
Area, square feet .............. 4.091 
Aspect ratio ................ 
Taper ratio ................. 'hoi 
Span, feet ................. 3G7 
Mean aermc chord, feet ........ 1.238 
Root chord, feet .............. 1.667 
Tip chord, feet ............... 0.667 
Thickness, percent- ............. 4.5 
Dihedral, degrees .............. 0 
Incidence, degrees ............. 0 
Sweep of 75-percen&hord line, degrees ... 0 
Distance of Hng chord plane below fuselage 

reference plane, feet ........... 0.078 

ng movable surfaces 
Leading-edge flaps 

me .................... plain 
Wing statian at inner end, feet ...... O&20 
Wing statian at outer end, feet ...... 1.753 
Ohord, feet ................ 0.167 
MaxFmurm deflection, degrees ........ 40 

Ikailing-edge flaps 
me .................... split 
Wing staticn at inner end, feet ...... 0.407 
Wing station at outer end, feet ...... 1.226 
Chord, percent wfng chord ......... 25.0 
MaxAmum deflection, degrees ........ 60 

Ailerons 
Type .................... plain 
Wing static at inner end, feet ...... 1.228 
Wing statian at outer end, feet ...... 1.753 
Chord, percentwingchord ......... 25.0 
Deflection, degrees ............ El5 

rizontal tail 
Area, square feet. .............. 0.794 
Aspectratio. ................ 
Taper ratio ................. 3;PB 
Span,feet .................. 1.$7 
Root chord, feet ................ 0.752 
Tip chord, feet ............... 0.293 
Sweep of 5O+ercent-chord line, degrees ... 
Incidence (variable), degrees. 

23 
...... 10 to -19 

Me~eerodynamic chord of the eqosed area, 0.521 
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TABLF: I.- COl'EWDED 

Horizontal tail (concluded) 
Exposed area, square feet .............. 0.701 
Hinge line, percent of M.A.C. of exposed area .... 25 
Tail length (frm 15 percent ting M.A.C. to 

horizontal-tail hinge line), feet ......... 3.375 
Height above fuselage reference line, feet . o .587 .... 

Vertical tail 
Area, square feet. ................. 0.678 
Aspect ratio .................... 1.3 
Taperratfo ..................... 0.25 
Span,feet ..................... 0.947 
Root chord, feet .................. 1.147 
Tip chord, feet ................... 0.287 
Height of root chord above fuselage reference 

line, feet .................... 0.633 
Sweep of wpercen-kchord line, degrees ....... 0 
Meanaerodynamic chord, feet ............ 0.803 
Tail length (from 15 percent wing M.A.C. to 

25 percent vertical tall M.A.C.), feet ...... 3.411 

Rudder(Hlngelinenormaltofuselagereferenceline) 
Span,feet ..................... 0.705 
Tip chord, feet ................... 0.l62 
Root chord, feet .................. 0.227 
Deflection, degrees ................. k2C 

Jettisonable-nose fins 
Area of each fin, square feet ............ 0.084 
Aspect ratio .................... 0.75 
Taperratio ..................... 0.25 
Span,feet ..................... 0.253 
Root&or&feet .................. 0.533 
Tip chord, feet ................... 0.133 
Meanaerodyaamic chord, feet ............ 0.373 
Sweep of 9CGpercenkhord line, degrees ....... 0 
Horizontal distance from l~ercent wing M.A.C. to 

2>percent fin M.A.C., feet ............ 1.156 

Assumedwing loadin@;, pounds per square foot 100 

c 

. 



1 . , . 

Note .- Coefficients, angles, and 
control suri%ce dsfhctions 
are shown positive. 

Figure I: Diugmmmatic skefch indicating the s/gn conventions used. 
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figure 2.- Diagromnwtic sketch of the model. 
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(a) WIngalone. 
Figure 3.- The model in the wind tmnel. 



. 

c 



(b) complete mad, flaps neutral. 

~lgure 3.- cadudea. 



. 
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Distunce of wing 
pressure-orifices 
from p/me of r-- symnetfy 

f 
I If./6 

f/one of symmefry 

2O.u0~[ 

-656 

figufe 4.-Sponwise locations of fhe wing pfessufe 0nKces. 
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,..I .,.. -+a.-..: .; 

--. - --... 

---.- -.--...f 

(a) Main lanning gear and doors. 

Cb) lhx landing gear and door. 
Figure6 .-Details of the landing gear and the land-ear doors. 
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. 

. 

(b) Air scoops. 

Figure 7.- D&am of the canopy, the air scoops, and the jettisonable--noss 
ftns. 



L 

. 



(c) Jettisonab~ose fFns. 

Pigure 7 .- Concltied. 



. 

. 

. 
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k fuseloge fess boom md of, 9.3% of Bsehge 

-“P 
-4 0 4 8 I2 16 20 

Angle of yaw, 9, deg 

f&ufe &-Effect of tie component parts of the model on &+e #w&h& of m&g-moment coeffkient 
with angle of yaw. 



B Fuse&e less boom and aft 93% Of fcffakrge 
D Fimhge less boom 

fmdiitg gem md 

-4 0 4 8 I2 20 
An&? of yaw, $, deg 

lb) t&= 30’, c?r,&iOo, a=O*. 

Figure 8.- Concluded. 
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Uisfunce from 
plane of symmefru, 

inches 
Leff 16.56 

L Leff 9.02-- 
Righf 12.16 -- - - 

4 8 12 
Angie of yaw, fl, deg 

16 20 

Figufe 9:Vufhfion of wing secfion-/iff coeffidenf with angle of 
yaw for fhe compleie mode/ less fuil. Flops neuffd. 
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-8 -4 4 8 12 16 20 
Angle of yaw, jk.. deg 

Figure/U.- Effecf of angle of uffock on fhe vufiufion of rofhg-momenf 
coefficienf wifh ungle of yuw for the compfefe mode/. 
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n . 

Rolling moment 

lal Flaps neutral. 

-.02 -.o/ .01 .02 
coeftikien( C, 

/QI &‘3o: +w 

figure ft.-lbfiation of aileron effectiveness with on@ of attack for the comphte mode/ 
tbss taif. s 
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for/ F/aps neuf& tz =bP. 

88 -4 0 4 8 12 16 20 
Angie of yuw, & deg 

aTF = 50 *, /anding gmr und doors down, CT =/0.3”. 

Figure /2.- Effecf of the canopy on fbe v&a fion of rohkg-moment 
coefficient wifh angh of yaw for the compiefe mode/. 
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r 

r I I I-. I I I 

(0) Haps neutfa/, a=51”. 

/2 /6 20 
Angle of yaw, p, deg 

gem cmd doors down, ~=/0.3~. 

Figure M-Effecf of the uif scoops on 
coefficienf wifh ong/e of yaw 

fhe vorhfion of robing-momenf 
for fhe complete model. 
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c c 
w. w. 0 0 

.s .s 
-2 -2 A A 
2’ 2’ 

Nose Nose fins on fins on 
9, -.opI 9, -.opI I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
8 8 

L-0) Flops neutrad a= 0. L-0) Flops neutrad a= 0. 

I I I I I i i 
-4 0 4 8 I2 16 20 

Angk of yaw, &, deg 

Figwe /#.-Effect of nose fins on the voriution of rolling-moment coefficient with angle of 
yaw for the complete model less tail. 

. 1 
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.04 

8 
n.* 

-8 (r 0 
‘N 
t 

E 
z -.04 

g 

$ *g -.08 

L 
-./2 

-./6 

-.20 

b Fuse/age less boom 
and off 9.3% of fuselope I\, 

a Fusehge less boom 
0 Fuse/age 
A wing 
a Complete mode/ less fail 
0 Gomplefe mode/ less 

hor/rontd toi/ 
v Complefe model I 1 I I I 

I 
I I I 1 I t I I I I I I I I 

-4 0 4 8 12 16 20 
Angle of yaw, k deg 

L 

. 

Figure /5-Effecf of fhe componenf poris of the mode/ on fhe vuriation 
of yawing-moment coefficient wifh fhe ung/e of yaw. 
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-. /6 

0.20 

Q Fuselage less boom 
end fffl 9.3% of fus 

0 Gomplefe mode/ wifh /anding 
gem and doors, less toil 

v Complete mode/ with /onding 

I geoi und doors 
- I I I I I I 

Angle of yuw, @” deg 

Figure /5.- Concluded. 
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c 

b 

. 

.g -.f2 

B 
-.f6 

(u) F/ups neuffuf. 

CT -04 
h? 
.T 
Q -\ 0 
2 
8 -.04 
2 
F ? -.08 

.g 

h 

-* f2 
I I 

--fE8 
Ikl I I 

-4 0 4 8 f2 f6 20 24 
Angfe of yaw, *a deg - 

/bj BLF = 30°, S,= 50”, hndhg gem und doors down. 

Figure f6 .-Effecf of ungie of utfuck on the uuriufion of yawing -momenf 
coefffcfenf with ungfe of. yuw for fhe compfefe modef. 
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l -.04 
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-.08 
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-. /6 I I I I I I I I I 
-4 0 4 8 I2 I6 20 

Angle of yaw, 9, deg 

fo) Fhps net&al, a* 61 O. 

-4 0 4 8 12 f6 

Figure /7.- Effecf of rudder def/ectian on the varrbt’ion of yawing-momenf coefficient with angfe of & 
yaw for the complete model. F ch 

L I 1 . l a 
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,KI I$ ‘-0 
IYT I 

H-75 I Ig /r;r I I A -fO H-i-H-i 
-20 I I I I I I 

(u) Ffups neufruf, a=5./P 

.YT 

-8 -4 0 4 8 /2 f6 20 
Angfe of you, jb, d8g 

01 JQF= 30”, 8, =50” a fundiig gem and doors down a a--/0.34 

figure f8.- Effecf of rudder def/eCfiOn on the vofiufion of fofiing-momenf 
coefficienf wifh angfe of you for #he compfefe mode/, 

. 
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Figure 

-.f6 

I I I I \ 
0 

0 Cunopy off K, 
7, 

A Canopy on \ 

(u) Flups neufruh o=5./0 

.04 

0 
I I I I I I 

.04 

3 I I AI I 

-. f6 
-8 -4 0 4 8 f2 16 

Angle of yuw, fl, deg v 

(b) &=30°# S,,=SOO, fanding gem und doors down, o=/O.3? 

/9.-Effecf of the cunopy on #he vuriufion of yuwhg-momenf 
coefficient with ungfe of yow for the complete model. 
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A t t lo A if SCOODS off 1 I I 
1 1 1 1 * Air scoops on I I I I I I 

(al ffups neutfaf, Q= 5./O. 

e 
P -I I I I I 

J 

6 -\ 0 
c1 
$ 

8 -.04 
'N 
s 
8 -.08 
8 
'9 -./2 -\ 
s 

-./6 
-8 -4 0 4 8 /2 f6 20 24 

Angfe of yaw, pJ deg v 

(b) SLp= 30; SrF= 50°a funding gear und doors down, a=f0.3°. 

figure ,?o.-Eff8Ct Of the off Scoops on the vffriution of yowfng-moment 
coefffcienf with ungfe of yuw for the compfete mode/. 
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bb) Fhps neuffffh a=*. 

4 8 12 
Angie of ycrw, II; u’eg 

. 

+ 

Figure P/--Effect of nose fiffs on the vufiotion of yawhg-momenf 
coefficienf with angle of yaw for the complete mode/ less fail 
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0 20 40 60 80 fO0 f20 

Frequency, f, cycfes per second 

Figure 22.- Viffotfon of caff&f&fon factof wfth fieguency for Me 
eguipmenf used fn meusurfng fhe vurfuffon of rpffhg momenf 
wffb f/me. 
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tic) a=20.0” 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

-.040 4 8 12 L6 20 24 28 1 

(0’) a=24.0” 

hcremenf of time, A f, see 

(e) a=26.0” 

Figure 2i-Variufion of ro/hIng-momenf coefficient wifh time for the 
fuse/ape. c 
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TO4 TO4 
0 0 4 4 .8 .8 12 12 20 20 24 24 28 28 

i-d cz=f6.0 = 

2.0 24 
fncfemenf of fime, Af, set 

to’l Q =/8-O o 

fi&hre 24-Vufiufion of fof/hg-momenf coefficienf wifh fime for fhe 

fusetage wifh fhe fuil. 
L 
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2.0 24 28 
(e) a=ZO.O” 

-.08 
0 4 .8 L2 20 24 2.8 

t-g) a=24.0” 

-.08 

0 4 .8 62 16 20 24 28 
hcfemenf of fime, Af, set 

(b) a=26.0° 

. 

. 

figure 24.- Gonc/uded 
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-.04 0 4 .8 20 24 28 

c? 

-.040 4 .8 A2 A6 20 24 28 

(cl a=/6.5” 

.04 

0 
w I I I I I f I I f 

-.046 
4 .8 A2 L6 2.0 24 

hcremenf of fime, At, set 

ta’l a =20.6 o 

Figure 25.~Vffriufion of rohlng-momenf coefficienf wifh fime for the 

compfefe mode/ /ess fuil f/aps neufra/. 
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.04 

0 0 

-.O? -.04$) ’ I I I I I I I I I I 
3 4 4 .8 .8 L2 L2 A6 A6 20 20 24 24 28 28 

5 ~ -.04L) I I I I I 
4 .8 L2 L6 20 24 28 

a=12.4 Q 

(cl a=f6.5” 

0 

I I I I I I I 
4 .8 12 16 20 24 28 

hcremenf of fime, Af, set 

IdI rr=20.6 o 

. 

Figufe p6.-Vurifffion of ro///i7g-moment coefheni wifh fime for fhe 

complefe mode/ F/ups neufra/ 
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,041 I I I I I I I I I I 
0 4 .8 12 66 20 24 28 

tu) (r=f6.4 o 

20 24 28 

& 
p 0 

-b 
$ .g -.04 
a 
G 0 4 L6 20 24 28 

.04 

0 

704 
I I I I I f I I I I I I I I I 

0 4 .8 12 A6 20 2.4 28 32 
fncremenf of fime, Af, set 

/d/ a--20.4” 

figure 27-Vufifffion of fohlng-momenf coefficienf wifh fime fof fhe 

complefe mode/ less fuii. a~-30: 6;,=504 
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0’ 4 .8 L2 L6 20 24 2B 32 
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hcfemenf of time, Af, set 

. 

(b) a=26.0” 

Figure 2?.- Gonchded 
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0 4 .8 L2 L6 20 
hcfemenf of fime, A f, set 

(dl u=20.4 o 

Figure 2&+Vuriufion of rohng-momenf coefficienf wifh fime for fhe 

compiefe mode/. 4,=30°, 8&=500 
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Figure 28.- Concluded. 
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